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Introduedon

One of the biggest figures of English Romantic Poets, William Wordsworth,
has often been considered to be attached to his native region, the Lake Mstrict, all

through his long ure ofeo years. In 17oo, when he was 29 years old, Wordsworth
fuialty settled in the Lake Distnct, at Dove Cottage in Grasmere, with his beloved
sister Dorothy. Since then, he never left the Lnke District, although he moved his

residence several tmes. Inspired by the place he had long adored, and
encouraged by the tlMnily and friends, especially Dorothy and Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, Wordsworth's poetic genius fully bloomed.

But one thing we should not overlook about Wordsworth is that he was realty
fond of traveling and that traveling was always the inexhaustible source of his
poetic imagination. Even aft2r he settled in the Lake District, he visited London
frequently and traveled in Scotland, Ireland, and also the Continent. These tours

to the unlmown countries inspired Wordsworth and bore abundant fruit.
Wordsworth composed a lot of pcems during and after the tours, and arranged
them under the titles such as fMemorial ofa [Ibur in Scotland in 1803' flNdemorials

'

ofa lbur in the continent, 1820', `Poems Composed or Suggested Durtng a Tbur, in
the Summer of 1833', or ` Yarrow Revisitect and Other Poems'.

In this thesis, I would ]ike to foeus on Wordsworth's pcems related to his

tours in Scotland and examine how his pcetic imagination has progressed and
changed in the course of years. 1!he reason why I espe(hally picked up those
poems of Scottish 7burs is that WordsMTorth visited Scot!and five tmes between

1801, when he was 31 years old, and 1833, when he was 63years old and wrote a
lot of poems for each visit except for the first one, which helps to examine the
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transition ofWordsworth's poems in 30 years. Among the five tours in Scotland, I
chose those of 1803, 1831, and 1833.

In the first chapter, I wil1 discuss two elements which attracted Wordsworth
to Scotland, one of them is Scotland's national poet, RA)bert Burns, and the other is

the relics of ancient culture and customs which are observed in Scotland. In
chapter two, first I will mention the general facts of the tour, then, pick up the

part cular aspects which characterize the poems. In chapter three, I will briefly

explain the circumstances ofthe tours in 1831 and 1832. 'Ilhen,Iwill examine
the pcems associated with the Yarrow. During the tours in 1803, 1814, and 1831,

Wordsworth visited the Yarrow, and that famous place inspired him greatly
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enough to write a poem on each occasion, so that compartng the sequence of
`Yarrow Poems' would give us a clearer image of the transition of Wordsworth's
poetic imagination. In the conclusion, I will summarize these three chapters, and
then explain the progress and change of Wordsworth's poetic imagination finm the

view point ofthe maturity ofWordsworth.

Chapter 1:

AttTactionofS(x)tland

WordsworthvisitedScotlandfivetmesbetween1801and1833. Although
Scotland is not iv from the Lake Disuict, actually they are neighbours, Scotland
was stilL a foreign country for English people. It was not untiL 1746 that the
resistance of Scotland was completely suppressed as a result ofthe battle of

Culloden which was only a half century before Wordsworth's first tour in Scotland.

But Scotland was also becoming one ofthe popular destinations for the Enghsh
tourists owing to the boem ofpublication of guide books.
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In this chapter, I would like to discuss two elements which attracted
Wordsworth to Scot]and, a pcet Rbbert Burns and the relics of ancient culture and

customs.

1:1 HomagetoRbbertBurns

In this section, I would like to compare some of Burns' poems and
Wordsworth's, and then examine the influence of Bums observed in Wordsworth's
poems, and then the difference ofthe two poets.

In 1787, when Wordsworth was 17'yearold Cambridge University freshman,
he read the maiden work ofa Seottish Poet RObert Bums, "Poems, ehtbfiyin the
SZvttaish th'alect which was pubkshed in 1786 in Ki]marnock, for the first tme, and

since then he never ceased to admire Burns' poems. Wordsworth wrote to
Coleridge in his letter in 1799, one year after the publication of their joint volume

ofpoems Lym't alBaUads

(in Bums' writings) But everywhere you have the presenoe of human life.
The communication that prooeeds fix)m Burns come to the mind with the life

and charm of recognitions. But Bums also is energetic solemn and sublime
in sentiment, and profound in feelmg. i

In 1843, when Wordsworth was 72 years olct he expressed his admiration for two

poets, Bums and William Cbwper (1731-18oo), in the notes for his poem "At the

Grave ofBums 1803 'seven years after his death".
ln July 1786, Bums published his first volume ofpoems which contained 44
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pieces, Poems, elv'efly in the ASbetzi9h di'alex at ]anmarnock in Aryshire. The
purpose ofpublication was to raise money for the travel expenses to Jamaica, for
he was planning to emigrate to that country in order to escape from the troubles

concerning debt and women. The volume was reeeived favorably, and in next
Apnl, it was enlarged to 66 pieces, and was published in Edmburgh. IIhen in
1793, the two'volume imk with 86 pieces ofpcems was published in Edmburgh.
In the Preface of Kilniarnodk edition, Burns explains his pcems as follows:

Unacquainted with the necessary requisites for commeneing Pcet by rule, he

[Bums] sings the sentiments and manners, he felt and saw in himself and
his rustic compeers around him, in his and their native laiiguage. 2

This means that Burns collected the themes, characters, and language of the

poems from his surroundmgs, and that such style of poems was not common at
that time. Burns' explanation for the style of his poetiy surprisingly resembles
Wordsworth's manifest in Preface of Lym'dal BaUads, where he explains the object

of this experimental volume ofpoems:

The principal object, then, proposed in these Poems was to choose incidents
and situations from common life, and to relate or describe them, throughout,
as far as was possible in a selection of language really used by men, and, at

the same time, to throw over them a certatn colouring of imagination
whereby ordinary timgs should he presented to the mind in an unusual
aspect; Humble and rustic 1ife was generally chosen, 3
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Although Wordsworth does not particularly mention Burns' name in the Preface,
it may not be so irrelevant to assume that Wordsworth was influenced by Bums in

choosing the theme and the style for his expetmental poems. He reveals what he

thinks he owes to Burns in apoem "At the Grave of Burns 1803 - Seven Years
After his Death" which was written on the memorial of visiting Bums' grave at
Dumfries in Scotland in 1803.

The fust destination of Wordsworth's tour in 1803 was Dumfries where
Burns spent the last years of his short life. This tour has an aspect of a
`Pilgrimage to Bums', as Okachi4 calls it. As memorials ofthis visit, Wordsworth

wrote three poems: "At the Grave of Bums 1803 -- Seven Years After his Death",
`"

Ihoughts - Suggested the Day Following, on the Banks of Nith, Near the Pcet's

Residenoe", and `"Ib the sons ofBums, after Visiting the Grave oftheir Fathef'.

In "At the Grave of Burns 1803 - Seven Years after his Death", Wordsworth
confesses that he owes his poetic imagination to Burns and laments the early
death ofthe poet he so much a(imired.

I moumed with thousands but as one

'

More deeply grieved, for He was gone
Whose light, I hailed when fust it shone,

And showed my youth
How Verse may build a princely throne

On humble truth. (ll.31-6)

7b show the humble truth' is what Wordsworth tries to achieve in Z2valk alswads.

In this pcem, Wordsworth expresses his gratitude to Burns for showing him that
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the Xumble t ruth' oflife of rustic people presented in plain language eould produce

much stmonger emotions in our mind than the extraordinary stmulation conveyed
in the `gaudmess and inane phraseology' 5 .

Most of the pcems included in Lyr7tul Bal7ads take their themes from the
`humble and mistic life'6 of the Lalce District. The last poem in the second
volume of the second edition `flNdichael a Pastoral Poenf' describes the stoic and

)t

harsh reality of life of shepherds. It was Wordsworth's attempt to appeal to the

establishment who rules the so(riety or to the people who do not know the real
rustic ]jfe, except for those which were des(mibed in traditional pastoral pcems,

where life is easy and peaceful, to make them realize the present condition of
rustic life, by presenting the real people, their struggle, their despair, their

suffering, and their love. Wordsworth defies those poems dealing with earthly
paradise which does not realty exist, but intends to write `pcetry sheds no tears
"such as Angels, weep", but natural and human tears'7. He tries to attract public
interest to the people who live at the bottom ofthe social pyrarnid, and he is giving

a warning against the drastic change of society, which was his huge concem at the

tme.
Wordsworth writes about the intention of composing `qN4ichael" and `"I!he
Brothers", a pcem des( ribing the sad fate of poor brothers, in a letter to a then
eminent liheral politieian, Charles Fox:

In the two Poems, "The Brothers" and `INaichael" I have attx)mpted to draw a
picture of the domestic alfect ions as I know they exist amongst a class of men

who are now almost confued to the North of England. They are small
independent proprietors of land here called statesmen, men of respemable
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education who daily labour on their own little propenies. The domestic
affections wil1 always be strong amongst men who live in a country not
crowded with population, ifthese men are placed above poverty. But ifthey
are proprietors of small estates, which have desoended to them ftom their
ancestors, the power which these atfeedons will acquire amongst such men is

inconceivable by those who have only had an opportunity of observing hired
labourers, farmers, and the manufacturing Poor. Their little tract of land
serves as a lcind ofpermanent rallying point for their domestic feelmgs, as a

tablet upon which they are written which makes them objects of memory in a
thousand instances when they would otherwise be forgetten. It is a fountain
fittx)d to the nature of so(ta1 man ftom which supplies of dieedon, as pure as

his heart was intended for, are daily drawn. Tl]is class of men is rapidly
disappearing. s

Wordsworth's words such as `domestic affections' or a 1ctnd ofpermanent rallying

point for their domestic feelmgs' remind us of Burns' poem describing the famiy
gathering on Saturday night after the hard work, `"Ihe ( btiter's Saturday Nighti'.

This poem des(mibes a soene of one Saturday night at a cotter's house, where
each family member gathems at the parents' house and shares a humble meal afix)r
a week of laborious work. Bums finds love and devotion, firrn faith in (]lod, and

true morality among the poor cott]gr's miy, and he declares that the grandeur of
Scotland springs from those who are poor but honest people. He says the fimiily
gathering of the cotZer's ftmily is the embodiment of grandeur of S(x)tland. The

cotter's gathering is exactly what Wordsworth called the `rallying point' in the
let ter above, and also the supper table of an old shepherd Michael was the `rallying
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point' until a tragedy hit the family. At the end of the poem, Bums pleads that
the health, peace, and contentment of the working class people like the cotter's

family will never be ruined. But after 15 years, Wordsworth laments the
(lisruption ofMichael's family in his pcem..

Although Scotland and England are (lifferent countries with different so( ial
con(litions, the severity oflives ofthe workng class is the same. But Wordsworth
and Bums have different viewpoints because of their different social status; while

Bums was in poverty all through his lifeime, Wordsworth was never rich but was

not born to the working class. Burns mentions about what composing a poem
mea ns to him in the preface of his fust book:

Tb amuse himself with the little ereations of his own fancy, amid the toil and
fatigues of a laborious life; to transcribe the various feelmgs, the loves, the
griefs, the hopes, the fears, in his own breast; to find some kind ofcounterpoise

to the struggles of a world ...these were his motives for courdng the Muses,
and in these he found Pcetry to be itis own reward[sic].9

Contrary to the prevailing image of Burns as a poet of active love atlairs and

drinking habit, the Kilmarnock edition of Poems does not contain so many love
pcems, but the poems are mainly about the hardness of rustic life, the humorous
episodes in country life, or social satires. When he describes the rustic life, Burns'

pcems are the effusions of love, bittemess, anger, and humor, expressing raw

emotions, while Wordsworth's often have clear intentions and purposes, for
example, to appeal to the so(riety the destzruction of traditional way of life, such as

mentioned in a letter above on `fMichael" and `"Ihe Brothers".
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However, the humble truth' that Burns revealed in his Poemswas hailed by
the intelligentsia not only in Scotland but also in England and the United States.

And among those admirers was Wordsworth at the age of 17. At the beginning of
`Mchael", he reveds ks hope.

Therefore, although it be a history

Homely and rude, I will relate the same
For the delight ofa few natural hearts;
And, with yet fonder feeling, for the sake

Ofyouthful Pcets, who among these hiIts

Wru be my second selfwhen I am gone.

(ll.34-39)

Wordsworth thought that as one of the `youthful Poets', he owed to Bums the
awareness that in the humble truth' of rustic life, in ibs love, taith, suffering, and

honesty, lies the foundation of healthy society Here Wordsworth shows his
detemrination to become a poet who conveys the hurnble truth' to the next
generation.

As I mentioned above, Wordsworth visit)ed Bums' grave during his second

tour in Scotland in 1803, and composedapoem "At the Grave ofBums 1803 seven years aftx)r his death". In the pcem, he confesses that he owes Bums his
source ofpcetic imagination.

Fresh as the flower, whose modest worth
He sang, his genius "glinted" forth,

Rose like a star that touchng earth
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For so it seems,
Doth glorify its humble birth

With matchless beams
e---------e-----e-

I moumed with thousands, but as one
More deeply grieved, for He was gone
Whose light I hailed when first it shone,

And showed my youth
How Verse may build a princely throne
dl19-24, 31-6)

On humble truth.

In this pcem, the `flower whose modest' sung by Burns indicates the mountain
daisy, which appears in `"Ib a Mountain Daisy, on turning one down, with the
plough, in Apnl, 1786". Bums mourns for a mountain daisy dug up by his plough
and lying on the ground, and says that such cruel fate should befiil1 not only to an
unfortunate daisy, but also on anyone fix)m an innocent gir1 to a simple poet.

Such is the fate of artless maid,

--.--.t"..

Such is the fate of simple Bard,

------et-"

Such fate to suffering worth is giVn

---------t-

EVn thou who moum'st the Daissfs
'I!hat fate is thine -- no distant date;
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fate,

al.31-50)

In `"lb a Mouse, on turning her in her Nest, with the Plough, November
1785" whose theme para]lels with `"Ib a Mountain DaisY', Bums describes an
unexpected blow of fate, and sorrow and pain for the 1ost happiness. Then he
compares the desperation of himself and of the mouse which has lost the nest, and

deeides that his anguish is endless, while the mouse should only deal with the
cur!ent t rouble oflosing its nest.

The best'1aid schemes o mice an men
Gang aft agley,
An lea'e us nought but griefan pain,
For promis'd joy!

Stil1 thou art blest, compar'd wi me!

The present only toucheth thee:
But och! I backward cast my e'e,

On prospects drear!

An forward, thoIcanna see,
(ll.39-48)

I guess an fear!

For Burns it was impossible to have hope for the happier future, nor to recall the

past pleasurably with happy memories. On the theme of life ful1 of anguish and
weight, Burns also heaves a sigh in "Despondency, an Ode", saying,

Oppress'd with grieC oppress'd with

Aburden more than I can bear,
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care.

I set me down and sigh;
O Iife! thou art a ga]]ing load,

along a rough, a weary road,

Awretches such as I!
Dim'backward, as I cast my view,
What sick'ning soenes appear!

What sorrows yet may pieree me thro
Tbo justly I may fear!
St il1 caring, deErpajring,

Must be my bitter doom;
My wces here shall close ne'er

But with the closing tomb!

(ll.1-1al

Or in `[Man was Made to Moum, a Dirge", he shows anger and grief for the
unfaimess ofthe so(tiety, where the rich and wealthy exploit the poor. At the end
of the poem, Burns asserts that those who are suffering now in this world should

be recompensed for their agony and pain someday and somewhere. However, he
concludes the pcem with the pessimistic view that death is the only relief for the

oppressed and desperate people.
For Burns, a mountain daisy and a mouse represent the cruel fate betiailling
on him, and death means the blessing which gives a rest to his worn-out body and
soul. Such view oflife is easily understood considering Burns' life which is ful1 of

wornes.

For Wordswomh, a mountain daisy and a mouse have a different meaning
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fu)m Burns. As mentioned above, Wordsworth never ceased to adore Burns all
through his life. During his last tour in Scotland on August, 1833, Wordsworth

composed a sonnet inspired by his visit to Mosgiel where Burns dug up the
mountain daisy.

MYriads of daisies have shone forth in flower

Near the latk's nest and in their natural hour

'

Have passed away; less happy than the One
That, by the unwilling ploughshare, died to prove

The tender charm ofpcetry and love.

(ll. 10- 14)

In this poem, Wordsworth explains that Burns immortalizxed the poor mountain
daisy which was tumed up and lost its entity, by singing it in a pcem, and that

Bums hirnselfwas immortalized by the poem of a mountain daisy.

Between 1802 and 1804, around the tme of his Scottish tour in 1803,
Wordsworth composed "Ode: Intirnations of Immortality from Recollections of
Early Childhood". At the end of the pcem, he says,

Tb me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughbs that too often lie too deep for tears.

(ll.203-O

The `meanest flower' apparently indicates Bums' mountain daisy. A modest
mountain daisy became a symbol of the people who lead a ha rd laborious life, stil1
full oflove and devotion, with true faith in (!lod and strong morality in Burns' poem.

It also represents Burns' pcetic genius which (xeated the in]mortal works by
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adopting the 1ife of those who are strruggling for survival at the bottom of society.

Unlike Burns who was depressed by a mountain daisy which was dug up and
lying, Wordsworth is deeply moved by a modest flower, because he knows it
symbolized the immortality of Bums and his poems, and the poet who led a life

ful1 of hardships was finally recompensed. And that belief assured him that
Wordsworth himself could be an immortal poet like Bums.

In "Resolution and independence" which was written in 1802, Wordsworth is
struck by a sudden depression and a groundless fear for the futuwe. He thinks
about the premature death oflthomas Chatterton or Burns, and fears that

We Pcets in our youth begin in gladness;

But thereof come in the end de$pondency and madness.

(ll.48-9)

But by encountering with an old 1eech gatherer and being acquairited with this

man of resolve, Wordsworth's depressed mind was somewhat consoled and

encouraged. Theoldmanwas,

like one whom I had met with in a (lream;
Or 1ike a man ftom some far region sent,

lb give me human strength, by apt admonishment.

(ll.110'2)

Wordsworth enshrines the old man's figure in his memory, and whenever he
recalls the 1eech gather, he is encouraged and renovated.

During his tour in 1803, Wordsworth experieneed such kind ofencountering
with people `in a dmam' or sent `ftom some far region' like the leech gatherer, and
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he composed some poems about them. Iwil1 discuss those poems further and
fully in the next chapter, so that in this section, I will just mention about them
briefly.

On the way frDm Lo()h Katrine to LDCh Lomond Wordsworth met two
highland gitls, one of which was particularly beautiful and pleasant. Later,
Wordsworth mentioned about this unforgettable encountering to his friend, that
he sdi1 had a clear memory of the girls and the beauty of the surroun(lings when

he reached at the age of 73 years old. He composed `"]b a Highland GirL at
Inversneyde, upon LD(th Lomond" as a memorial of this occasion. In the poem,
the gitl is described as a vision.

O fair (meature! In the light

Ofcommon day, so heavenly bright,
(ll.15-7)

I bless thee, Vision as thou art,

Wordsworth fu)ishes the poem with the conviction that the beautiful figure of the

girl wil1 be cherished fowever in his memory, and wil1 become the source of
sustenance ofhis mind.

till I grow old,
As fair before me shall behold,

As I do now, the cabin small,
The lake, the bay, the water ihll;

M.74-8)

And lhee, the Spirit ofthem all!
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He explains this kindo

fexperience in 7he

IheIude, naming it as `spots of time'.

'I!here are in our existence spots oftime

Which with distinct pre-eminence retain

Avivifyingvirtue. Wltence,depressed
By false opmion and contentious thought,

Or aught ofheavier or more deadly weight
Is trivial occupations and the round

Ofordinary intercourse, our minds
Are nourished and invisibly repaired A virtue by which pleasure is enhanced,
'Ilhat penetrates, enables us to mount

When high more high, and 1its us up when lhlLen.

(1805, Bkxi, ll.257-67)

`Spots of tme' means the moment when an encountering with people or with
natural thngs gives Wordsworth's mind particularly strong impressions. This

experience becomes a kind of revelation to Wordsworth. Wordsworth's mind
would be enoouraged and renovated whenever he remembers these experiences.
But the visiting ofthis spectal moment gradually decreased as he grew old.

In `"I!he Solitary Reapef', Wordsworth composed a poem about another
encountertng with a gir1, although this experience was not originally his, but his

firiend's. Wordsworth wrote this beautifu1 pcem according to his friend's travel
journal. ln any case, as the highland girl is pleasant to the eye, the solitary gh1
sings beautifu11y, better than a cuckco or a nightingale. Her voice does not sound
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like a voice ofa real human beings, but sounds like a voice ofa spirit, and echces in

the mind of Wordsworth forever.

Okachi Mine, in his paper on the influence ofBurns on Wordsworth, explains
that Wordsworth's `"Ib a Highland Gir1" reflects Burns' "The Vrsion". "The Vrsion"

is about the vision of a Muse who remonstrated and encouraged Bums when he
was worn- out ftom stuggling for life and almost gave up his ambition to be a poet.
I.ike Bums' Muse, Wordsworth's highland girl also vivified and elevated his mind.

But there is a subtle'ditference between Burns and Wordsworth conceming their
view of 1ife, though this categorization might be too much exaggerated, the former

is pessimistic, the latter optimistic. For Burns, writing poems was the way of
escaping tbom the harsh reality of life: he was constantly suffeiing ftom poverty
and from his ill health, and his matrirnony had Iong been spoiled because of his

virile activities. He wrote love poems, humorous poems, keen satires laughing
away the authority, and simple description of everyday life of poor people, all of

which are based upon his own experiences, and they are the effusion of his honest

feelings and emotions, his love, passion, aitger, fear, and desperation. On the
other hand, Wordsworth's poems, especially those written durtng the tours seem to
be focused not on the simple expression of his sentiments, but on seeking the way
to proceed, just like he went on `stepping westward' 1ooking up the glowing sky, led

by the `heavenly destinY.

In a conversation with a young Scot, James Patrick Muirhead, Wordsworth
mentions the difference between Burns and himself

...Burns in his own sphere, is unrivalled, and that as raising himselfinto such

fame by the study ofthe objects which constantly met his eye in his daily life
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he is worth of all praise ...Bums is the pcet of human passions, and of the
social enjoyments and rough fliendships and little ineidents of the life of man

in his own grade, but that he never assumes the highest tone which best

beseems a pcet; that he never spiritualizes, much less sanctifies his
conceptions;...while his most beaut ilin1 effusions are on a daisy and a mouse,

which met his eye as he followed the plough, and which he had embalmed for

ever in immortal strains,...[he] nowhere in all his poems mentions the
mountains ofArran which lay constantly before hirn, had he raised his eye or
his mind even se high. i o

Wordsworth explains that Burns keenly studied the objects of daily ]ife seen

around him, from which he drew poetic imagination and composed many poems
that impressed people with raw emotions showed in them, and that no poet equals

Bums in ereating such a shr in people's mind. But Wordsworth believes that a
poet should offer etemal morality or spirituality expressed in his works to the

readers, so that poems which produce only emotion, passion, and empathy in
people's mind are not sufficient for that purpose. Ib reinforce his argument,

Wordsworth points out that Bums picked up some momentary impressions or
incidents as the subject of his poems, for example, a mountain daisy or a mouse
which caught his eye while he was plowing the field, but that Burns never 1ooked
up and `raised his eye' to the mountains around him. In other words, since Burns
did not 1ook at the surrounding nature like Wordsworth dces, he did not see the
inmiortality in nature, which caused the lack of higher morality, spirituality, or

philosophy in his pcems. It seems that Burns' interest was mostly foeused on the
reality of life. In his pcems he gave the vivid description of the rustic life of
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common people in Scotland, which he saw and experienced hirnselfas the ftmers,
and he presented the rich eivilization and cultural heritage of Scotland, which he

greatly adored and cherished, but he did not discuss his philosophy such as the

relation between man and nature, like Wordsworth did in many of his
`philosophical' poems.

Wordsworth's principle of Nature and man is that Nature fosters man and
man learns to love Nature. And then the love of Nature leads to love of ma n. In
"Expostulation and ReplY', he suggests that we should open our mind to Nature.

`Nor less I deem that there are Powers

Which of themselves our minds impress;
That we can feed this mind of ours
In a wise passiveness.

(ll.21-4)

And in "'Ihe Tables Turned" which is the counterpart to "Expostulation and ReplY',

Wordsworth suggests that we should learn ftom Nature saying, `Let Nature be
your 1]eacher'.

One impulse tbom a vernal wood

May teaeh you more ofman,
Ofmoral evi1 and of good,
Than all the sages can.

(ll21-4)

Furthermore, for Wordsworth, Nature was where he experienced the `spots of
time' ftom his earlier days, so that whenever he was weary and depressed, he
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could draw a vivifying or wenovating power from the past experiences of distinct

moments which is tightly connected with presence of Nature. In dejection
Wordsworth, who trusted Nature as the source of nourishment and strength,
could gain consolation and vestoration by rajsing his eyes and 1ooking up at the

immortal Nature, while Burns, 1ooking down at the lying daisy and scurrying
mouse, was antieipating the fate of his and of any living thngs.

Wordsworth admired Burns all through his life, and was greatly influenced
by Burns' pcems. In the preface to Poems Burns explains that he picked up the
subjects of the poems from his everyday 1ife, used the language spoken by common

people like himself, which precedes Wordsworth's manifestation for his
experimental poems in the preface to Lvai'tal BaUads. However, there is a
difference between their poems; Bums' is effusions ofraw feelings, Wordsworth's is

akind ofavehicle of his ideas. Wordsworth's poems have a note of optmism,
which is originated from his beliefin Nature's irnmoitality a nd restorative power

In 1833, during his last tour in Sootland Wordsworth fina]ly visited Bums'
Country and expwessed his eontentment in a letter:

Last sunmier I visited Staffa, Iona, and part of the Western Highlands, and

retumed through your 'lbwn of Dumfries, having for the first time passed
through Bums' Country, both in Renftewshire and Ayrshire (if I am correct).

It gave me much pleasure to see Kilmarnock Mauchm Mossgeil fam, the Air,
which we (mossed where he winds his way most romantically thro' rocks and

woodsrtmd to have a sight of Irwin and Lugar, which naebody sung til1 he

named them in immortnl verse. The Banks of the Nith I hadseen before,
and was glad to renew my acquaintance with them, for Burns's sake; and let
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me add, without flattery, for yours. By the bye, what a sorTy pieee of

sculpture is Bums's monument in Dumfries church yd-monstrous in
conception and clumsy in the execution. It is a (lisgrace to the memory ofthe
Poet lsic].ii

In the next sewion I will discuss the other elements of Scotland which attracted

'

WordsfiATorth, the scenery of Scotland as the place which holds the memories of
aneient civilization.

1:2 SeeneryofS(x}tland:ReliesofAn(tentCultureandCustoms

In this section, I would like to discuss what Wordsworth expe(ned to see in
those places which still uphold the ancient history and culture.

Before his visit to Scotland in 1803, Wordsworth had already read some
guidebooks of Scotland, such as [lhomas WtLkinson's 7Z)ur in Sbotiancl and John

Stoddart'sRbmarksontheLoealSceneryandMannersofSbetiand. Owingtothe
grand tour boom in the 18th century, there was a rapid increase in publication of

guidebooks. Wordsworth's sister Dorothy who aocompanied the tour wrote her
own travel joumal Rlea)Uections ofa nur Made in AStvtiand which is a ful1 report
ofthe tour and that helps the readers to follow their experiences, their exeitements,

and their sentments so vividly described by Dorothy.

Wordsworth, who was very fond of travelmg, had a collect ion of guidebooks.
Furthermore, he also wrote one, which ironically hecame the best sold prose work

of Wordsworth's. His guide book, which is generally referred to as Giude to the
Lakres, was aimed at the toui ists in the Lals e District, which was first written as
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an introduwion for Joseph Wil1cinson's copperplate portfolio, ASlolect IZiews in

Cimiberland, MZestmoreIand, andLancasim, in 1810, then in 1822, published as
an independent book, entitled A Z)igsenPtibn ofthe Shenery ofthe Lakes in the
North ofEngland, in 1835, the fifth edition was published under the title A Gur'de

iEZ!rough the Dtstrict ofthe Lakes in the North ofEngland, wr'th A Dbseri tibn of

Seenetx ete. for the Use of7Z)unists andRbsidentS. Gui'de to the Lakes is not

merely a guideimk for the tourists to the Lake District where Wordsworth was
born and brought up and which he forever worshiped as the `celestial Paradise'i 2,

but als() written as a word of warning against the destruction of nature and
eollapse of traditional lifestyles confronting the Lake District at the tme. Ib
understand the philosophy declared in this guidebook is essential for the further

appreeiation of Wordsworth's works. In this sect ion, I wil1 discuss his view on
the scenery of Scotland which is appeared in this suggestive guidebook.

In Guide to the Lakes, Wordsworth deswibes the special nature of the Lake
District, and praises his beloved country as no other place equals its seenic beauty

Most of the tmes he compares the Lake District with the Alps, but at some points

he mentions Wales or Scotland instead. Wordsworth says that eight vales in the
Luke District, which are located not im ftom each other, have their respective
(listinedon and that distinction creates both difference and 1ikeness. He defuies

'

that the `concentration of interest' makes the Lake District more special than other
beautifu1 places:

In Scotland, particularly, what long tracts of desolate country intervene! so
that the traveler, when he reaches a spot deservedly of gTeat celebrity, would

fud it difficult to determine how much of pleasure is owing to excellence
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mherent in the landscape itself, and how much to an instantaneous recovery

ftom an oppression left upon his spirits by the barrenness and desolation
through which he has passed. i 3

Although for Wordsworth the Lake District was abso!utely the most beautiful
place in the world, in some points he favors Scotland's s(x)nery. Exp]aming the
islands on the lakes in the Lake District he writes as follows:

'

The Islands, dispersed among these 1akes, are neither so numerous nor so
heautiful...: nor are they ornamented (as are several of the lakes in Scotland
and Irelandl by the remains of castles of other places of defence; nor with the
still more interesting ruins of religious edifices. i 4

On builcimgs, Wordsworth insists that they should hamionize with the
surroundmg nature. He disagrees with showing off the extravagance of the
buildings, because such mansions are unsuitable for the rustic mountain 1ife and

they would never acquire the dignity enough to become the prtnctpal of the
landscape. But as the exception, he refers to the relics, ruins and old buildmgs:

It is, I grant, easy to conceive, that an ancient castellated bi ulding, hangover a

preeipice or raised upon an island, or the peninsula of a 1ake, like that of

Kilchum Castle, upon Lo(th Awe, may not want, whether deserted or
inhabited, suffieient majesty to preside for a moment in the spectator's
thoughts over the high mountains among which it is embosomedi but its titles

are lbom antiquity - a power readily submitted to upon oocasion as the
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vioegerent of Nature: it is respected, as having owed its existence to tk
neoessities of thngs, as a monument of security in tmes of disturbance an
danger long passed away, - as a vecord of the pomp and violence ofpassio]

and a symbo1 of the wisdom of law; - it bears a countenance of authorit
which is not impaired by decay. i 5

Wordsworth explains that antiquity is the symbo1 of authority or majest
which should never be lost with the changes of the tmes, but which gains greatr

strength. Wordsworth is attracted by antiquity, for it veminds hint that the]

exists somethng which never loses its majesty even in the process of decayir
materially. Wordsworth explains that the remains or ruins of ancient buildin{
add the beauty to the scenery of Scotland. They are the witness of the histo]
long gone and forgotten, and they mingle with the landscape, and together th(
( reate the majestic beauty, by which we are struck with awe. Scotland attractr
Wordsworth with its scenic beauty which is created by the harmony of antiquiti(

and landscapes, in other words, ofman and nature.

For Wordsworth, to visit those monuments, records, or symbols of aneiei
cultu!e and tradition was one ofthe purposes ofhis tours in Scotland. Especial
the tour in 1833 was a kind of sightseeing tour of the famous spots including sorr

places related to the legend of Ossian, such as Fingal's Cave, which he could n,

visit in his previous tour. Celtic heritage, especially of Ossian, observedj
Highland was another attrawhon for the tourists inclu(ling Wordsworth.

0ssian is a legendary warrior and bard in the third dentury, who sang aboi

love and battles of aneient Cbltic warriors. In 1760's, James MacPhers(
published a cycle ofpcems, claiming to have translated from the works ofOssia
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However, the authenticity had been in dispute and eventually they were
detemiined to be a mixture of gonuine verses of oral tradition and MacPherson's

pastiche. The cycle consists of jF}:agnents ofAnca'ent Pcetty ( bUected in the

Hii blands ofSbetiand(1760), Fingal (1762), and 7bmora (1763), and they were
aoelajmed internationa]ly. Many writers not only of British Isles, such as Sir
Walter S(x)tt, but a]so of the Continent, such as Johann Wolfgang von Gk)ethe, and
Johann (fottfried von Herder, were greatly influenced by the poems.

During the Scottish tours, Wordsworth visited some of the places related to
Ossian and composed some poems. In spite ofhis fascination for Ossian's relios,

Wordsworth's esimation for MacPherson's poems is not very high. In the
complement for the preface to Poems, 1815, he mentions as follows:

Having had the good fortune to be born and reared in a mountainous country,
from my very chil(lhood I have felt the fa1sehood that pervades the volumes

imposed upon the world under the name of Ossian. From what I saw with
my own eyes, I knew that the imagery was spurious. In Nature everythng is

disttnct, yet nothng defued into absolute independent singleness. In
Maephersen's work, it is exactly the reverse; every thng (that is not stolenl is

in this manner defuied, insulated dislocatect deadened -yet nothng
distuct.i6

Although Wordsworth did not approve of MacPherson's style employed in Poems
of0ssian he expected to see the long lost Celtic heritago represented by 0ssut
by visit ing the setting for the tale.

During his tour in Scotland Wordsworth visited several places related to
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0ssian and composed some poems. Since Ossian was a legendary warrior poet
in the third century, there are no remains or ruins proved to be authentic, even

some popular visiting spots like Fingal's Cave or Ossian's grave are fiedonal.
Wordsworth visited Glen Alrriain, which was supposed to be the resting place of

Ossian, in 1803 with Dorothy. Impressed by the peacefulness of the place,
Wordsworth eomposed "Glen Almain, or the Narrow Glen". In this poem, he says
whether the p]ace is the genuine grave of Ossian or is not importunt, what he
appreciates is ifit has the quality appropriate for the burial place ofthe legondary
pcet.

Does then the bard sleep here indeed?
Or is it but a groundless creed?

What matters it? - I blame them not
VVhose Fancy in this lonely Spot

Was moved; and in this way expressed
Their notion of its perfect rest.

(ll.17-22)

What matters for Wordsworth is if the place is peaoeful enough for the resting
place of Ossian, the last survivor of ]fing Fingal's princes. IEhe impression and

atmo$phewe of the place is more signiiicant than the authenticity. Since
Wordsworth believed that `Imagination almost always transeends realitYi7, so
that for Wordsworth often the reality was unnecessary, and rather became the

disturbance for his command of imagination. When he visited Glen A]main,
there was no visible evidence of the place being Ossian's burial place, but he was

impressed with the peace and calm atmosphere ofthe place suitable for the grave,
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and in his imagination Wordsworth could see Ossian resting peacefully in the

NarrowGlen.
Wyatt explains in his study on Wordsworth's travel pcems the purpose of
Wordsworth's pilgrimago to Scotland as follows:

For a well'read, emotionally prepared visitor the Highlands of Scotland are

remarkable and touclmg for what can be found there, but accor(img to this
interpretation, for what can be no longor found there. i 8

Wordsworth found `what can be no longor found' in Scotland: and they are the
( reation of imagi nation which he saw with his mind's eye, and they remained in

hismemoryandacquiredimmortality. Wordsworth'stoursinScotlandwerethe
pilgrimage to seek after immortality in remnants of the past eivilization. By
using imagination, he tried to see what used to exist in what seems empty now.
In the next chapter, I will discuss the poems related to the tour in 1803.

Chapter 2:

Pcems of the Memorials of a lbur in 1803

On August 16th in 1803, William Wordsworth set out on his second tour to
Scotland with his sister Dorothy and his firiend also a poet, Samuel Taylor

Coleridge. Although Coleridge left Wordsworths' company on August 29th,
Williani and Dorothy continued their joumey and retumed to Grasmere six weeks
later, on September 25th.

At first, Cbleridge was to aocompany Wordsworths all through the tour, but
he left them on August 29 at Arrochar. 1!he main reason of their separation was
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Cbleridge's ru heakh, and according to Wordsworth, Coleridge was in depression:

Mlrr. Coleridge, my Sister and myself start]2d together from lbwn end to make a

tour in Sootland, August-. Poor Coleridge was at that tme in bad spints,
and somewhat tx)o much in love with his own dejection and he departed fbom
us, as is recorded in my Sister's joumal, soon aft)er we left ILK)eh Lomond. i 9

On the other hand, Coleridge reveals his feeling in some letters to his wife or to his

hiends as follows:

'

having found myself so happy alone-such blessing is there in perfect
liberty!. . .I walked off. 2 o

I soon found that I was a burthen on them / & Wordsworth himselfa brooder

'

over his painfut hypoehondrtacal sensations, was not my fittest companion
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Only the three people knew the cir( umstances of the separation, but at least it is

certain that neither Wordsworth nor Coleridge was a good company to travel
together among the uncivilized area of Scotland in unpleasant weather.

in spite of Coleridge's aecusation of heing hypochondriacal', Wordsworth
seems to have been leading fu11 life at that tme, on the surfaoe. As a poet, he was
in ful1 bloom, in the middle of his `anni mirabiles' which started around 1798 and

lasted unti1 1807. In private life, he got married to his childhood friend, Mary

Hutchinson in 1802 and their first son John was born in June 1803. Wordsworth

'
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dces not give us a clear explanation why he visited Scotland in this particular t ime.

Some of the fa(foors which allured hhm to the country were, as discussed in the
former chapter, his adoration for Rbbert Burns and Scotland's culture and s(x)nery.
Nso he was planning to visit Sir Walter Scott for the fust tme.

Six weeks tour in Scotland was a hugo success beyond expectations of both
Wordsworths. We can read their contentment and excitement in their letters or

in DorothYs travel journal, imUeetlbns ofa 7bur Made in StvtiandA.D. 1803,
and acoordmg to which their joumey was highly satisfying. Moorman writes as

follows on this tour, quoting DorothYs words: '

The Scouish tour indeed was a holiday full of their own peculiar tzype of
romantic pleasure. `S(x)tland', said Dorothy, `is the country above all others

that I have seen, in which a man of imagination may carve out his own
pleasures; there are so many inhabitedsolitudes, and the employments of the
people are so irnme(liately connected with the places where you find them. ..'2 2

When Williani and Dorothy saw a little boy calling home the cattle for the
night, on their way to Tarbet, they received a strong impression, as Dorothy writes
in ,RlecoUections

It was a text, as Wm. has since observed to me, containing in itself the whole
history ofthe Highlander's lifethis melancholy, his simplicity, his poverty, his

superstition, and above a]L that visionariness which results ftom a
communion with the unworldliness of nature. 2 3
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'11iis is the Qypical example of what they saw during their first tour in
Scotland together, which is the incorporation ofman and nature in the rustic life in

Scotland. Inspired by this kind ofexperienee, Wordsworth wrote some poems, in
which a eommon sight turns into the vision that conveys a significant meaning for
him..

In the following section, I would like to explain the effect of Wordsworth's

imagination which transfigures the common sights into gleaming visions, and
reveal the meanings ofthese visions.

2:1 Encounberingwiththevisions

In this section, I•would like to examine how Wordsworth, as he explains in
the prefaoe of Lym'tul BaUads, picks up `the common incident' in rustic Scotland
throws `the colouring of imagination', and presents an unusual aspect, that is to

fuid how the pcetic imagination of Wordsworth works to change the ordinary
scenes of ordinary 1ife, into the visions which stirs the strong emotions. Then I
wil1 discuss what those visions signify.

Referring to the Scott ish poems, Darbishire comments in Poet, M7ordswoith:

The finest fimits of this later poetic mood are found in a group of `Poems

writtRn during a Tbur in Sootland'-The SOlitary Reaper, Stepping Westward
and The Highland Gir1. 2 4

`"Ib a Highland Gir1" was written on the occasion when Wordsworth met two
girls on the way to LK)Ch LDmond. Accordmg to DorothYs RlecvUecttbn, the elder
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one was very beautiful, and the a(xx)nt of her EngliSh, her attitude, and kindness

were lmpresslve•

At this day the innooent merment ofthe girls, with their ]tmdness to us, and
the beautiful figure and face ofthe elder come to my mind whenever I think of

the ferry house and waterfall of LDeh Lomond, and I never think of the two
girls but the whole image of that romantic spot is before me, a living image, as
it will be to my dying day. 2s

And the beaut iful figure of the gir1 never left Wordsworth' mind, either. Many
years later, when he became 73 years old, he told his hiend:

'Ihe delightfu1 creature and her demeanour are particula tly described in my

Sister's Jouma], The sort of prophecy with which the verses conclude has,
through (ibd's goodness, been realized; and now, approachng on the close of
my 73rd year, I have a most vivid remembrance ofher and the beautiful objects

with which she was surrounded. 2 6

Through Wordsworth's eyes, the girl loses her individuality and transfigures into a

goddess'like vision glowing in the daylight, which is united with the surroundmgs
and c reates an unforgettable imago.

O fair creature! in the light

Ofcommon day, so heavenly bright,

Ibless thee, Vrsion as thou art. (ll.15-7)
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Wordsworth remembered and cherished this experience for the rest of his life,
because the irnage of a beaut ifU! highland gitl turned into a vision which seemed

to be sent to Wordsworth with certain meaning.

Ib discuss the meaning of the vision, I would 1ike to mention "Ode:
Intmation of Immortality from Recollections of Early Chil(Ihood", which was
written between 1802 and 1803. In this pcem, Wordsworth reveals his beliefin

immortality of the soul. He explains that our souls come down to the
phenomenal world from heaven, which is our real home, and as we grow old, we
forget the glories we knew in heaven, but by recollecting the eminent experiences
in our childliood, we can restore the iaith in inmiortality of our souls, because the
child is stil1 close to heaven, and can see the world `appareled in celestial light', and

the memories of our chiLdhood wil1 always be the source of restoration and
consolation for the rest of our lives. He describes the stages of our growth fix)m
our birth to the world from heaven unt il we grow old.

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgeuing:
The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting,

And cometh fix)m afar:
Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory do we come

From God, who is our home:
Heaven lies about us in our infancy!

Shades ofthe prison'house begin to close
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Upon the growing Boy,

But He
Behold the light, and whence it flows,

He sees it in his joy;
The Youth, who daily farther from the east
Must t raveL stil1 is Nature's Priest,

And by the vision splendid

On his way attended;
At length the Man perceives it die away,

And fade into the light ofcommon day.

(ll.58-77)

Accordmg to this c]assification, the highland gir1 belongs to the stage of `Nature's
Priest' st il1 attended by the celestial light. But Wordsworth sees this gir1 in `the

light of common daY because he is a grown'up man, who cannot see the glory any
more. At the beginning of the ode, Wordsworth laments his loss ofperception of
heavenly glory.

There was a tme when meadow, grove, and stream,
The earth, and every common sight,

'lb me did seem
Appareled in celesha1 light,
The glory and the freshness ofa dream.
It is not now as it hath been ofyore; -

(ll.1-6)

As a child Wordsworth saw th e glory of heaven in `every common sighe, in other

'
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words, Nature gave a sheer happiness to Wordsworth with its glowing beauty and
with joy of feeling urrited with Nature, for Wordsworth, it almost felt as if he were

in heaven where he truly belonged before birth. But as a grown man, he mourns
for the loss of his abdity to see the ordinary sight glowing with the `celestial light',

and for the loss ofjoy and happiness which were the primal feelmg when he was
sumunded by Nature in his infancy. He exclaims "Whither is fled the visionary
gleam? a.56) and calls this misery as `embers' a.130). While Wordsworth is in
embers, the highland gh1 sul1 enjoys the `visionary gleam'; at least she seems so to

Wordsworth. TIhis comparison between the two reminds us of that of
Wordsworth and Dorothy in another travel poem, "The Lines Composed a Few
]Mliles above IMntern Abbey, on Revisiting the Banks of the Wye during a lbur.
July 13, 1798".

in thy voice I catch
The language ofmy former heart, and read
My former pleasures in the shooting lights

Ofthywildeyes. Oh!yetalittlewhile
I behold in thee what I was once,

My de ar, dear Sister! And this prayer I make,

Knowing that Nature never did betray
The heart that loved her;

(ll.116-23)

Wordsworth sees in Dorothy what he used to be as a child, who sti11 halfbelongs to

immortal heaven, being a part of Nature by hol(ling communion with it. Iike
Dorothy, the highland girl was Wordsworth himself in his infancy. The vision
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Wordsworth saw in the highland girl was what he used to be, which is the
`Nature's Priesti.

Wordsworth found in the girl, who lived in the remote area of highlanct his
own reflect ion as a young child, so that he composed `"Ib a Highland Gir1" to `prize'

a. 66) the memory. For memory is the recompense for Wordsworth bestowed fiDm
heaven for the loss of`VTmsionary gleam'.

Now thanks to heaven! That ofits grace
Hath led me to this lonely place.

Joy have I had; and going hence

Ibear away my recompence. (ll.62'5)

Wordsworth revealed his belief in memory repeatedly in his poems because it is

the source of future pleasure and consolation that has renovating power. As

quoted in the former chapter, in 7he "Fbelude he calls this knd of eminent
experiences as the `spots oftime'.

There are in our existence spots oftme
Which with distinct pre'eminence retain

Avivitiying virtue. (1805, Bk iv, ll257'9)
The beautiful vision of the highland gir1 was impressed on Wordsworth's memory

along with the surrounding Nature, and became an eternal source ofjoy and
strength of Wordsworth, even afier 40 years when he became 73 years old, he
could recall the beautiful figure ofthe highland gitl in his mind vividly. He called
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this system of memory and restoration as follows; that is to `enshrine the spirit of
the past / For future restoration'.(1805, Bk. iv. ll.341-2) During his Scottish tour

in 1803, he did a lot of work of enshrining the memories by writing pcems
especia]ly about people he encountered and was deeply impressed with

Another encounter oc( urred while they were walking along the edge of LDch
Katrine, when they met two elderly ladies. One of the ladies greeted them with

saying, `What! You are stepping westward? Dorothy wrote about this incident
in her RtmUectabns

We met two neatly dressed women. One ofthem said to us in a friendly, soft

tone of voice CWhat! You are stepping westward? I cannot describe how
affecting this sirnple expression was in that remote place, with the westem
sky in front, yet glowing with the departed sun. 2 7

Tlris expression affected them greatly so that Wordsworth wrote "Stepping

Westward". Wordsworth explains that this simple greeting has changed the
meaning of their travel, that it was no longer a mere movement from one place to
another, but more spiritual quest led by the `heavenlydestinY. a.12)

The dewy ground was dark and cold;
Behnd, all gloomy to behold;

And stepping westward seemed to be
A kind of hea venly destiny:
I liked the greeting; `twas a sound

Of somethng without place or bound;
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And seemed to give me spiritual right
Tb travel through that region bright.

(ll.9-16)

Wordsworth was inspired by the word `westward', for the west is where the sun
sets in, but it also has a meaning of`death'. The east is where the sun rises tbom,

which also means loirth'. In "Immortality Ode" quoted above, the travel fix)m the
east to the west symbolizes the cycle of all living thngs from birth to death, as is

written in the poem, "Ihe Youth who daily farther ftom the east / Must travel'

(ll.73'e. So that the simple gweeting of "What! You are stepping westward?
uttered by a woman in a secluded place in Scotland acquired (lifferent meaning

and significance, which made Wordsworth aware ofthe mortality ofman, and also
made him realize that he is lead by the `heaveniydestinsi.

The eastward, where he started his travel, signifies the place where we come

from before birth. In the middle of his traveling westbounct Wordsworth 1ooks
back to the east where he started, but that direction behind is too dark to see,

because he has already come too lhr ftom the glorious light of the rising sun.

When he 1ooks up his eyes ahead in westward, which is also the destination of
joumey of ]ife, the sky is glowing brightly. Wordsworth is encouraged by the word

ofa woman, and continues his travel toward the west. In$pired by the greeting of

a woman, Wordsworth's imagination adds the spiritual meaning to his travel
toward the west, which is his travel oflife toward the glowing sky.

Furtthermore, it is not utterly irrelevant to assume that Wordsworth saw the
destuy ofpcets in his travel from the east to the west, or the travel from birth to

death. As I mentioned in the former chapter, one ofthe purposes ofWordsworth's

tours in Scotland was the pilgrimage to Buins. In "Resolution and
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Independence" which was writiten in 1802, Wordsworth refers to Burns as well as
Thomas Chattertx)n, as both ofthem died young in misfortune.

I thought ofChat"terton, the marvelous Boy,
'llie sleepless Soul that perished in his pride;

Of Him who walked in glory and in joy
Following his plough, along the mountain'side:
By our own spirits are we deified:

We Pcets in our youth begin in gladness;

But thereofcome in the end despondency and madness.

(ll.43-9)

Here, Wordsworth reveals his' misgivings about his future as a poet, fearing if he

too, would end his 1ife in `despondency and madness' like Chatterton or Burns.

The first thng Wordsworth and Dorothy did in Scotland in 1803 was to visit
Bums' house and grave, then they also visited some places referred to in Burns'

poems, but their impression of the places was not remarkable, rather
disappointing:

We were glad to leave Dumfries.,.we could think of little but poor Bums, and
his motmg about on that unpoetic ground. ... there is no thought surviving in
connexion with Burns's daily ljfe that is not heart-depressing. 2 8

It is quite natural to assume that Wordsworth's fear for his future ofbeing a poet

came back to his mind while faang the depressing fate of Burns, as he feared in
"Resolution and Independence", in front of the grave of the pcet buried with his
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children, or in the house where he had worn out himselftil1 he died. One year

before the tour, when he wrote "Resolution and Independence" in 1802, he was
encouraged by the leech gatherer who seemed to be sent ftom heaven with certnin

purpose, which is to give an eneouragement to Wordsworth and to affurn his
re solution to become a poet. This time, that woman's utterance , `What! You are
stepping westward? gave Wordsworth the `spiritual right / Tb travel through that
regionbright' di.14'5). That greeting sounded as the affirmation ofhis destiny to

become a poet.

It was while Wordsworth's visit to Hawkshead, where he went to the
grarnniar scltooL boarding at a house of a kind woman and spent his happy
chil(Ihood, when he became clearly aware of his future as a pcet for the first tme,

during his first holiday fix)m university. He describes the mitiation in 7]E!e
Prelude, the awareness suddenly hit on Wordsworth like a divine revelation when

he was headmg back to the accommodations in the dawn afiRr enjoying daneing
through the night.

TWo mles I had to walk along the fields

BeforeIreachedmyhome. Magnificent
The morning was, a memorable pomp,

More glorious thanlever had behold. (1805, Bk. iv, ll329'32)
-"----te---------Ah, need I say, dear firiend, that to the brirn

Myheartwasfu11? Imadenovows,butvows
Were then made for me: bond unlmown to me
Was given, thatIshouldbe - else sinning greatly -
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A de(licated spirit.

tu3co-4)

Young Wordsworth made a vow to become a poet witnessed by the familiar
Nature of his home in the glowing moming light. Now as a grown'up adult,
Wordsworth is walking in the urrlmown land as a traveller toward the west, with

firm resolution in his heart. Elis destination is shining brightly with the
aftx)rglow and seems to welcome the poet Wordsworth:

We have never had a more delightful walk than this evening. Ben Lomond
and the three pointed'topped mountains of ]LK)ch Lomond which we have seen
from the Garrison, were very majestic under the sky, the lake perfectly calm,
the air sweet and mild.2 g

Sumounded by the majestic landscape as impressive as that ofparticular morning
when he first made a vow to be a pcet, Wordsworth is greeted by a woman and he
replies `yea'. In that moment, he realizes the destiny of all the living thngs to
travel fbom the east to the west, from birth to death, and he also confirms that his

heavenly destinY is to become a pcet. With a casual utterance of a woman,
Wor(iswomh's imagination transferred his mind from the phenomenal world to the
spiritual world. As a youth of 18 years old, Wordsworth resolved to beoome a poet

in the glowing morning light at the dawn, which symbolizes the birth or the

beginning of joumey of 1ife. Now as a grown'up man, he is travelmg in the
secluded unlmown place fbom the east toward the west. When he 1ooks up to the
western sky, it is bright with the afterglow ofthe day, which gives Wordsworth the

affirmation that his travel, both phenomenal and spiritual, will be rewarded with
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heavenly blessing, for his destination is magnificently glowing.

In this pcem, Wordsworth says that their joumey to the west seemed to be
the heavenly destinsi. "West' does not mean only the direction but also it means

`death'. `Heavenly destinY means the destiny of us mortals, which is an
inevitable death. Here, Wordsworth's trave]ing from eastward to westward
symbolizes the destiny of all the living thngs, which is to be born and die, but the

destination is shining with the afterglow. The ladYs expression works as the

confirmation of the desdny of mortality, but it also promises the glory. In
Scotland, Wordsworth experienced this kind ofenoountering with people who gave
strong impression on hirn, and he interpreted the pleasant experiences as a good
omen, which promised his destiny to become a poet.

In this section, I discussed two poems, `"Ib a Highland Gir1" and "Stepping

Westward". In the former poem, Wordsworth saw in the vision ofthe beautin1
gir1 what he used to be as a child, a `Nature's Priest' and blessed ereature, and to

enshrine the memory for the future strength and consolation he wrote the poem.
In the lattx)r poem, Wordsworth saw the double image in his travel ftom eastward
to westward life of man and destiny of a poet, and found that his destination is
glowing brightly. What he found in Scotland was the vision that gave affirmation

to his belieÅí and that promised his future. These visions were enshrined in
Wordsworth's memory and became the source of his strength, consolation, and his

pcetic lmagmation.
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2:2 WilliamandDorothy:IMeMeaningofDorothsisAbsence

As Carol Kyros Walker points out, Dorothy employs "we" more often than "r'

in her Rbcallection ofa four Made in Shptiand which causes the confusion in

'

distinguishng Wordsworth's thoughts ftom DorothYs. But comparing DorothYs
RbcoUection and Wordsworth's pcems gives the exact circumstances of the events

and helps us to understand more clearly how the poetic imagination of
Wordsworth works.
Among 12 pcems referred to in Rbcollect2bns Wordsworth uses a personal
pronoun "r' in four pcems, "we" in three pcems, and in one poem, at fust "we" is
used, then it changes to "r' in the middle of the poem. In the other four poems,
neither "r' nor `kATe" is used..

In spite of the fact that a pcet expresses his own and original thoughts and

feelings in his works, it seems unnatural that Wordsworth eliminates Dorothy
ftom his poems, since these 12 poems are all based upon the experiences shared by

both Wordsworth and Dorothy. Thjs shift ofcons(riousness toward independence

or separation is mutual, for the usage of "r' instead of "we" in Dorothsis
Rbcallectibn gradually increases as the story proceeds, which indicates that

Dorothy is beginning to express her own thoughts rather than rendering her
brother's words.

In this section, I would like to discuss the meaning ofthe absence ofDorothy

in these pcems. First, I wil1 discuss two cases, in one of which Wordsworth
employs only "we", and another both "we" and `T'. Second, I will examine the role

ofDorothyforWordsworth. Dorothywastheonlysister,bestfriend,housekeeper,
personal se(netary, and his chief source of inspiration. Third,Iwi11 explain the
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separation of Wordsworth and Dorothy seen in these poems, as an interaction of

them both, not the abandonment ofDorothy by Wordsworth. Then finally, I wil1
discuss what their mental separation signifies.

2:2:1 WordsworthandDorothy - `kNTe"

It is only in "Sonnet composed between Dalston and Grasmere, September
25, 1803', that "we" is employed from first to last. 'Ilte sonnet begins with
Wordswomh's calling,

Fly, some kind spirit, fiy to Grasmere Vale!

Say that we come, and come by this daYs light

Glad tidirigs! (ll.1-3)
Written on the last day of the tour which lasted for six weeks, the sonnet expresses

the joy and expe( tation of coming home to his wife and to his new'born first son.
Wordsworth's love for his tbunily is apparent in the following passage.

And ftom that Infant's face let joy appear;

Yea, let our MarYs one companion child That hath her six weeks' solitude beguiled

With inimations manifold and dear,

While we have wandered over woo(1 and wild -

Smile on his Mother now with bolder cheer. M.9-19
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Although Wordsworth often uses another name when he refers to the real person

in his poems, for example, Emmelme, or Lucy for Dorothy, Mathew for William
Taylor, in this sonnet, he does not disguise his wife's name. He uses her real
name INdar y', which could be regarded as the eflimsion of his love and affeet ion for

his wife, for this sonnet expresses Wordsworth's joy and happiness as plainly as
the love pcems of Bums in which he calls out his lovers' names repeatedly.

On the other hand, Dorothsis description of their home-coming is brief and
short, and hardly affectionate:

Sunday, September 25th, 1803. - Abeautiful autumnal day. Breakthst at a
public'house by the road'side; dined at Threlkeld; arrived at home between

eight and tme o'clock, where we found Mary in perfect health, Joanna
Hutchnson with her, and little John asleep in the clothes-basket by the fire.3 O

This is all she wrote on the very last day of their tour. Compared to the elequent
des(miptions of other days during the tour, this is incredibly short and ladks the

emotion.

Among 12 poems referred to in RbcoUeetions, Dorothy appears only in two
poems, this one and `"Yarrow Unvisited", though she shared all the experiences

with Wordsworth in Scotland, since they never moved separately. And in
`Yarrow Unvisited", while she is called as winsome Marrow' or `my Time'love',
Dorothy `sighs for sorrow' a.30) because her pleadmg to visit the imous river
Yarrow was denied by Wordsworth. It is ironical that Dorothy is treated as one of

`kve" in the last poem, for Wordsworth and Dorothy do not share the sentment of

homecoming. ThereseemsaslightgapbetweenWordsworthandDorothy.
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Another poem, in which "we" is employed, is "Stepping Westward", but in the

middle of the poem, Wordsworth seems to forget about another member of "we"
Dorothy, and changes the style by using "r' instead. At the beginning ofthe poem,
they are walking in the foreign country.

"What, you aTe stepping westwndL" Yea,"
--"IWould be a wt7dsh destiny,

Ifwe, who thus together roam
In a strange Land, and far firom home,

Were in this place the guests ofChance: (ll1'5)

While Wordsworth emphasizes the togetherness, or unity of the two at the
beginning, saying `we, who thus together roam', soon he seems to forget the
existence ofDorothy, and starts using `T' instead of"we".

I liked the greeting; 'twas a sound

Of something without place or bound;
And seem'd to give me spiritual right
lb travel through that region bright.

----et---

And while my eye
Was fixed upon the glowing Sky,
The echo of the voice enwrought

A human sweetness with the thought
Oftravelling through the world that lay

Before me in my endless way.
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or13-26)

This poem gives the impression that Wordsworth is the only person who is
bestowed the `spiritual right' to travel, or who travels the `endless waY. Dorothy

writes clearly in her RbcoUectibns, that `William wrote the following poem long

after, in remembrance of his feelings and mine'3i, which means they were
travelmg together and sharing the feelings, at least Dorothy thought so.

Wordsworth's imagination was inspired by the woman's greetings, and he
thought it was his heavenly destiny to go forward to the east. But he never tal{es

Dorothy with him treading the endless way, because it is him who is led by the
destiny to the promised land under the glowing sky. In his consciousness, it is not
"we" who is travelling to the east, but only "I" has been given the right to pursue.

Dorothy cannot aceompany him, of which Wordswomb is fully aware. Their
destination is bright with the aftx)rglow, in which Wordsworth sees the promise
and blessing for his vow to be a poet; however, Dorothy cam tot go with him into the

spiritual world. This difference between Wordsworth and Dorothy is considered
to be the cause of the change of the personal pronouns in the middle of the pcem,
from "we" to "r'.

2:2:2 AbsenoeofDorothy

As I mentioned above, Dorothy seldom appears among 12 pcems referred to

in her imUecatbms In imUecinbns, Dorothy gives us the ful1 information of

backgrounds and (rmmstances in which each poem was writiben, she also
des(mibes their feelings and sentments at the tme. However, we seldom
recognizR her existenoe in the poems.
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`"Ihe Matron ofJedborough and her Husband " was written as a memorial of

their one night staying at a house ofa cheerful old woman. Accordmg to
RkicvUBctl'ons, the woman wamily welcomed the two strangers ftom England:

We were reoeived with hearQy we!come by a good woman, who, though above
seventy yea rs old, moved about as briskly as if she was only seventeen.3 2

The old woman had a husband, who was too weak to move, and also blind. She
was open'hearted enough to open the drawers for strangors to show the inside
within ten minutes of their acquaintance, and she was also vivacious and cheerful,

which impressed Wordsworth and Dorothy strongly. But through their
conversation, she revealed that once she had suffered finm deject ion and M'health.

In this poem, Wordsworth describes the old woman who fu11y enjoys her `second
spring in spite of her former anguish in contrast with her husband who is invalid

and cannot live without the wife's support. He concludes the poem with the
appreeiation for the grace of (ibd which is bestowed on one who has lived honestly

and now living happily in her old age like the old woman ofJedborough..

By readmg this poem, we get the impression that it was Wordsworth himself
who talked with the old woman, but according to Rbco"ectibns, it was Dorothy.
She writes, `I found afterwards that she had been subject to fits of dejection and
i]1'health'. 3 3Since Dorothy says `I found', not "VVe found" in this passage, it is most

probable that Wordsworth was not the one to whom the old woman confided that
she had her own misfortune in her younger days. But in the poem, Wordsworth

pretends to be the one who deeply communicated with the woman, instead of
Dorothy.
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I 1ook'd, I scann'd her o'er and o'er,

And, 1oo]cing, wondered more and more:

When suddenly I seem'd to espy
A tTouble in her stTong black eye,

A renmant of uneasy light,

M.64-9)

A fiash of somethng over'bright!

Wordsworth usurped the position of a confidante ofDorothy in the pcem.
Naturally, poems are the produedon ofimagination. Ihey do not have to be
always t rue to the fact, and it is well known that Wordsworth often used DorothYs
journals as the source ofhis poems. ln fact, he 1ooked upon Rbcollectlbns and

wrote some poems, such as "Bothwell Castle, Passed unseen, on account of stormy
Weathef', "Composed in Roslin Chapel, during a Storm", or `The 1bosachs" almost
30 years afu)r the tour. The description ofRoslin chapel is exactly the same as
the description in jRloca"ectlbns.

What I would like to argue in this section is that in 12 poems included in

RlecoUeetabns the presence ofDorothy seems to be extremely limited almost
hidden from the readers, a nd that there must be a purpose or intention in this
DorothYs absence. In the latter part of this section, I would like to discuss the

meaning ofDorothYs absence fix)m Wordsworth's poems in terms of shifbing of
their relationships.

2:2:3

Ne rble ofDorothy for Wordsw(mb

For Wordsworth, Dorothy has always been not only a sister, but the best
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friend, a homemaker, the anchorage, and the source ofimagination. As he says
in his poem, she gave him eyes to see and ears to hear, for she was the foundation

ofhis morals. When he faced the mental crisis, she gave him support and

encouragement. Butasmentionedabove,inthepcemsof1803,Wordsworth
neither shows his gratitude nor affection for Dorothy, which he never hesitated to

show in former pcems. 1imhermore, he seems to try to eliminate her existence .

Ib explain the role ofDorothy for Wordsworth, I would like to quote ftom
"The '1intemAbbeY', the same passage I referred to in former chapter.

My dear, dear Friend; and in thy voiceIcamb
The language of my former heart, and read
My former pleasures in the shooting lights
Of thy wild eyes. Oh! yet a little while

May I behold in thee what I was once,
My dear, dear Sister! and this prayer I make,

Knowing that Nature never did betray
The heart that loved her;

(ll. 116-23)

Dorothy is the one who reminds Wordsworth ofwhat he used to be, a child who is
surrounded by the glory of heaven, which was his home before he was born into
this phenomenal worlct and as a privilege ofbeing young and innocent, is loved by
Nature and love in retum, still being united with Nature which fosters a child
unti1 he grows up to learn to love not only Nature but also man. Dorothy is the

symbo1 of a]i the fastmation, exeitement, andjoy Wordsworth experienced when
he was a child and which he cannot expect to have any more. In other words,
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Dorothy is a shrine of memories, espeeially ofthose moments he calls `spots of

tme', and to see Dorothy was to renew his memories, which gives Wordsworth
st rength and consolation.

2:24 Separation ofWordswomh and Dorothy

Levin discusses in Dorothy VPrordswomb ({} Rbmanbl'as' va about increasing
selfconsciousness ofDorothy revealed in Rbct)Uectlbns

7Y5e jllecvlleetibns especially includes many of William's poems, sometimes in

conjunction with DorothYs own pereeptions, sometmes to explain her
observations more fully, sometimes to contradict them. But she uses her
brother's words less and less in later journals as she comes to substitute her
own experiences for her recounting ofhis. 34

As levin poinbs out, the usage ofpersonal pronoun "r' gradually increases as the

tour comes near to the end. I would 1ike to give a remarkable example, quotinga
poem "Sonnet, Composed at -Castle" and the relative passage in Rbcvlleeinbns.
This poem is a reproach for the heartless act ofWilliam Douglass who cut down
the ancient twees around his castle because ofhis debt from gambling. It starts

with harsh sco1dmg, T)egenerate Douglass! Thou unworthy Lord' a.1) and ends
with the suggestion of restoration by the surrounding Nature.

Many hearts deplored
The fate ofthose old trees, and oft with pain
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The Tbeaveller at this day will stop and gave

On wrongs which Nature scarcely seems to heed;

M.8-11)

DorothYs description relating to this poem is completely different ftom what
we expect ftom the Dorothy we well know as a loyal supporter of William.

I wasspared any regret for the faltenwoods when we were there, not then
knowing the history of them. 3 5

In this passage, "r' is not an ordinary "r', but it is written in Italic, to emphasize

her own opmion, which is opposite to Wordsworth's. Moreover, by settlmg this
passage right after the poem, Dorothy further st resses the objection against her

brother'sopmion. ThiscouldbecalledDorothYssmalldeclarationof

independencefromherbrother,saying`I havemyownopmion'. Dorothy
started wiriting her Rbcalleetions for the sake ofhis fhmily and friends who did

not attend the tour with Wordsworth and Dorothy, to share their pleasure and
experience, so that she employed mostly "we" in the description. But gradually
the usage of"r' increased as the story proceeded, which indicates the gorm of

DorothYs awareness ofbeing the writer ofher own work, her ambition to show her

own thoughts and feelmgs.

As I have already explained above, Wordsworth eliminated DorothYs
presence in 12 poems deliberately, so that there seems to be a gap between the

des(riptionsofRbcoUectionsandWordsworth'spoems. Thegapindicatesthe
separation ofWordsworth and Dorothy, which is the consequence ofa growing

independentmind. ButitwasnotonlyWordsworthwhocausedtheseparation;
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the gap came along with Dorothsis awareness ofher being independent from
Wordsworth.or the emancipation from restrict ions ofbeing a devoted sister ofthe

pcet. Theirseparationwastheinteractionofthemboth. Andwhatbridgesthe
gap is Wordsworth's pcetic imagination, since Dorothy described the details of
their tour in her RleveUections, the difference between her description and

Wordsworth's poems is (neated by Wordsworth's imagination.

2:2:5 TheshiftofWordswomh'spoeticimagination
- ftom `celestial lighV to `common lighe -

In the former part of this section, I pointed out that there are some

djfferences between the des(miption in DorothYs BecoUeett'ons and ofWordsworth's
poems about the same ineidents, and explained what makes this difference is the

absence ofDorothy from the poems, which is the consequence ofthe interaodon

between Wordsworth and Dorothy caused by their awareness ofindependence.
ln this part, I would 1ike to discuss the (lirection ofWordsworth's pcetic

imagination, which means to observe how his imagination imwioms, and I believe

the answer is found by examining the gap between Rtmllan'ons and the poems.
As levin points out, in "lb a Highland Gir1", there is a quite djfference in the

impressionofthegn1betweenRbcoUectabnsandthepoem. InRt,cvUeeblbns,
Wordsworth and Dorothy met two girls, and one ofwhom was very beautin], a
sister of a ferryman. She welcomed Wordsworths to the house and attended to

themlcindly. 'IWogirlswerechauingandlaughngcontinuouslywhiledoingthe
house work:
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'Ihey were both exceedingly desirous to get me what I wanted to make me
comfortable. I was to have a gown and petticoat of the mistress's; so they

tumed out her whole wardrOhe upon the parlour floor, talking Erse to one
another, and laughng all the time. It was long before they could deeide
which of the gowns I was to have; ••""'"

Conceive what a buscy house it was --all our wet clothes to be dried,
dinner prepared and set out for us four strangers, and a second (xx)king for the
fhrnily; add to this, two rough `callans,' as they called them, boys about eight
years old, were playing beside us; the poor baby was fretfu1 all the while; the

old woman sang doleful Erse songs, rocking it in its cradle the more violently
the more it cried; then there were a donen co()kings of porridge, and it could
never be fed without the assistance of a]1 three. 3 6

While in DorothYs deseription, the girl is lively and down'to'earth, in
Wordsworth's pcem, she is deprived of her reality and glorified as a vision
fashioned in a (lream with divine beauty. These two ghls hardly seem to be the
same gn1, because while Dorothy describes the real gir1 in this phenomenal world,

Wordsworth writes about the image of a girl in his imaginative world.
Wordsworth deliherately transfigures the high]and gitl into a vision, or a dream,
since it is the process to enshrine the impressive memories, memories of`spobs of

time', which means that he needs to take individuality ftom the enthtent
experiences, or incidents to etemize them. Wordsworth's imagination functions

as a catalyst to chango the ordinary incident into extraordmary worth being
enshrined in his mind.

AsIexplained in the former section, the highland gir1 reminds hirn ofwhat
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he used to be as a child. While the highland gh1, and Dorothy, seem to
Wordsworth sdi1 appareled in `celestial lighe, Wordsworth laments that he has
already lost the abdity to appreeiate the unconscious communion with celestial, or

heavenly, and with Nature. He has memories of visions, those `spots of time'
enshrined in his mind, but he fears that the opportunity of such sensation is
decreasing as he grows old. Now he cannot see the world as he used to be, with
fascination and joy, and the world does not seem to be glowing with `celestial lighV.

What he can do with this loss is to see the world in `common light', and to cherish

the memories he has.

in `Immortality Ode" which was written between 1802 and 1804, he
manifests his resolution.

We wil1 grieve not, rather find

Strength in what remains behind;

(ll.181-2)

Tb `fuid strength in what remains behnd' means to keep memories for futuie
restoratioza and at the same tme, to try to seek the moment of`spots of time' or its
substitute intently, for the older he becomes, the smaller the chance is.

My hypotheses is that the pcetic imagination of Wordsworth was in the
prooess of shifbing the foeus from the past to the present, which means, around

that time, Wordsworth has already realized the gradual declining of his
imagination, as the fear of that possibdity is repeatedly stated in his pcems, so

that it became his urgent need to enshme as many memories, `spots of tme' or
visions as possible for the future. In other words, Wordsworth's interest was

focused on the present rather than the past; and which was the reason why
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Wordsworth purpose!y forget DorothYs presence, because Dorothy was, like the
highland gitl, what he used to be. She symbolizes the glories of the past. But he

needed to pursue the new direction, 1ike he traveled the unknown world heading
for the future in "Stepping Westward", so that however pre( ious Dorothy was for

him, Wordsworth's mind was occupied by the newly acquired visions, and as a
consequence of this shift of direodon of Wordsworth's imagination, Dorothy was
eliminated from his poems.

Chapter 3:

hater Pcems : Process of Maturity

Wordsworth visited S(x}tland five tmes. The first tour was in 1801 to
attend the weddmg ofa hiend, and the staying was very short. The second tour
in 1803 was actually his first memorable tour to visit famous places and to meet
Sir Walter Scott. The third was in 1814 with his wife Mar sT and her sister Sara

Hutchnson. As the memorial of this tour, Wordsworth wrote four poems,
includmg `Yarrow Visited".

In this chapter, I would like to discuss what Wordsworth saw in Scotland, at

the age of over 60, and how the pcetic imagination of Wordsworth an older and
matured pcet, works, by examining the pcems related to the fourth tour in 1831

and the fifth and last tour in 1833. Wordsworth was highly produodve on both
occasions and published Yanrowjl{levzSt'ted and 0therPoems in 1835, when he was
65 years old, after 13 years fu)m his latest publication of Memon'al ofa four on the

thntinent, 1820in 1822. These pcems composed or suggosted during the tours
were published in company with a long `Postscript', which is related to the themes

ofthe poems.
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'IEhe main purpose of the tour in 1831 was to visit Sir Walter Scott, who was
about to set out to Naples in the hope of recovery ftom his declining health. As

Wordsworth explains himseE the poems have been influenced by the mood of the
occasion. In the year 1833, Wordsworth again made a brief visir in Scotland.
This time, his intension was to visit some places where he could not during the
tour in 1831.

ln the following sections, first I would explain the eircumstances of the two
tours briefly; and secondly discuss Yarrow Pcems, the interpretation ofeach poem,

its development as a sequence, and the meaning ofthe poems from the view point
of considembg them as a cycle.

3:1 Seotdshlbursin1831andin1833

'IEhe purpose of tour in 1831 was to bid farewell to Sir Walter Scott before his

departure for Naples with the hope of recovery ftom his fatni illness. Although

Wordsworth himself was not in good health suffering ftom inflanmiation of the
eyes and putting a cover to protect his eyes, he set out to Scot]and with his
daughter Dora, on September 21st. He reached Abbotsford only a few days before
Scott's departure. He confesses that he was in shock to see Scott in such a poor
condition.

How sadly changed did I find him ftom the man I had seen so healthy, gay, &

hopefu1 a few years before when he said, at the Inn at Paterdale in my
presence his daughter Ann also being there with Mr. Lo()khart my own Wife

and daughter & Mr. Qdm "I mean to live till I am 80. & shall write as
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long asIlive." Though we had none of us the least thought of the cloud of
misfortune which was then going to bweak upon his head I was startled and
almost shoeked at that bold saying wh. oould scarcely be utt2red by such a
man sanguine as he was without a momentary forget fulness ofthe instabdity
of human life. 3 7

'IEhe day afix)r Wordsworth and his daughter Dora's arrival at Abbotsford,
Wordsworth visited the river Yarrow, along with Scott's family and friends, which
was the second visit to the famous river for him. As the memorial ofthis occasion,

Wordsworth composed `Yarrow Revisited".

As Wordsworth himself oomments on the poems written on the oecasion of
this tour, the poems are influenced by the gloomy mood at the time, the fatal
illness of Sir Walter Scott, declining health of his beloved sister Dorothy, and his

own aging. The poems are mostly sonnets, and many ofthem are the memorials
of the long-gone civilization, which signify the mortality ofour ure.

In this tour, Wordsworth revisits some places such as Roslm Chapel or
Tbossachs. As he wanders around the tmiliar soenery, the memories are revived

in his mind, but those memories do not have a power to renovate or vivify
Wordsworth by suggesting him the immortality ofman. Wordsworth, at the age
of 61, older and more conservative, is now convinced that Åí[ife is but a mie of
morning grass / Wmbered at eve.' 3 8

In 1833, Wordsworth made a brief visit to the Isle of Man and to the West
Scotland, which became his last visit to Scotland. 'Iliis time, his purpose was to

visit some tourist attractions, such as Stafu or Iona, which he missed to see on
former visits. Although it was a short visit, it produced the poems known as the
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`Itinerary poems of 1833' or `Poems suggested dtmg a tour, in the summer of
1833'.

The themes of these poems are classfied into two categories, one is captivity
or restraint, and the other is reminisoence or remembra nce, especially memorials

ofOssian. As I mentioned in the first chapter, Wordsworth had a high regard to
the antiquity, and he visited remains and ruins during the tour including places
related to Ossian legend.

Although the pcems related to the tour of 1833 were published in company
with the pcems of 1831, under the title of Yanvw ]Rlevadigi'ted and 0ther Poerns in

1835, they do not share the gloomy mood of the poems of 1831. The biggest
reason is that the difference ofthe purpose of the tour; one was to bid farewell to a
dyiirg firiend, and the other was to visit some popular sightseeing spots.

In this chapter, I wil1 examine how the pcetic imagination ofWordsworth has

shifted in 30 years, and how Wordsworth himself has changed to cope with that
influence. For this purpose, I will take up a cycle ofYarrow Poems as an example,

because each of three Yarrow Poems was written on the same subject, battle
between reality and imagination. Furthermore, the tmes of their composition
are scattxered between 1803 and 1831, se that Yarrow Poems must beoome an ideal
example suitable for the purpose.

3:2 YarrowPcems

"Yarrow Poems' are a sequence of three poems related to the river Yarrow,

which has been the inspiration for many poets and is famous for its literary
reference. IEhe fust pcem, "Yarrow Unvisited" was composed in 1803, the second
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"Yarrow Vtsited", in 1814, and the last, "Yarrow Revisited", in 1833. As the date

of the composition of each poem suggests, each pcem expwesses the mind of
Wordsworth, in the prime of ure, in middle age, and in old ago. In the following

paragraph, I would like to examine each poem and explain Wordsworth's
imagination inspired by the famous river in respect ive stages of his ]ife.

3:2:1

`YarrowUnvisited"

'Ihis pcem is not about his visiting of Yarrow, but about not visiting the
famous river. In 1803, Wordsworth did not visit Yarrow in spite of the eager
request by his sister Dorothy. Dorothy explains the reason ofhis stubbornness in
"l{le(x)fleth'ons, as he wanted to save the place for the future day:

At Clovenford, being so near to the Yarrow, we could not but think of the

possibdity of going thither, but came to the conclusion of reserving the
pleasure for some future tme.3 9

Wordsworth's explanation is that he was afraid to be disappointed at seeing the
real Yarrow, for he has his own vision of the river in his mind, which should be
more beautifu1 than the real one.

"Be Yarrow stream unseen, un]mown!
It must, or we shall rue it;

We have a vision of our own;

Ah! Why should we undo it?
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The txeasured dreams of tmes long past,

Well keep them, winsome Marrow! (ll.49-5al

He believed that Yarrow created by his imagination is mowe beaut ifUl so that more

real to him, than the real Yarrow flowing not so im from where he is, which
confirms Wordsworth's beliefthat `imagination surpasses realit y'.

For when we're there, although `tis fair,

`1]wi11 be anotherYarrow! (ll.55'6)

His confidence in his imagination was so firm that he even rejected DorothYs

pleading to visit the imous river. Or perhaps his fear of the declming
imagination, which he had a]ready revealed in some of his poems such as
"Immortality Ode", made him excessively persistent to his theory.

3:2:2 `"YarrowVisibed"

Dtmg the tour in 1814, Wordsworth at last visited the Yarrow for the first

tme. His jmpression of the famous river was, as he had feared in `Yarrow
Unvisited", a disappointment and sadness.

Andis this d Yarrow? -7]inlsthe Stream

Ofwhich my imcy cherisheck
So faithfully, a waking dream?

An image that hath periShed!
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O that some Minstme1's harp were near,
'Ib utter notes of gladness,

And chase this silence ftom the air,
(ll.1-8)

That fills my heart with sadness!

The real Yarrow was not as beautifuL as the imaginative Yarrow he had had in his

mind for eleven years. 71he sadness which filled Wordsworth's heart was caused
by the wealization that by seeing the real Yarrow, Wordsworth dest royed his future

pleasure which he had antieipated and cherished, because to his eyes the real

Yarrow was much less beautifu1 than the imaginative Yarrow and gave him
disappointment. And the real Yarrow claimed its rightful position as the genuine

Yarrow, for undi then the real Yarrow had been denied its existence by
Wordsworth. It was another river he had been imagining in his mind, so that
there are two rivers now under the name of Yarrow the real one and a vision.

'

Whichistheimpostor? ButWordsworthreconcileshimselftohisdisappointment
and accepts that both are entitled to be genuine Yarrow. He praises the beauty of
the real Yarrow, although it never surpasses the imaginative Yarrow.

But thou, that didst appear so fair

Tb fond imaginatioza
Dost rival in the light of day
Her delicate ( reation:

(ll.41-di

Wordsworth enumerates the beauty of the real Yarrow. Although he even sings
about the pleasure of spendmg a day by the banks of the Yarrew with his wife
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MaTy, still Wordsworth thinks that the `

' of the
genume lmage

Yarrow is seen

through `a ray of imcy'.

I see "- but not by sight alone,

LK)ved Yarrow, have I won thee;

Aray offancy still survives -

Her sunshne plays upon thee!

(ll.73-6)

Here what Wordsworth is visualizing in his heart is not the real Yarrow. Ib fu11y
appreciate the beauty of genuine Yarrow enough to enshrine in his mind, he needs
to see the river through a `ray of fanty . In other word, with a help of imagination,

the real Yarrow changes into a glortfied vision. And Wordsworth cherishes the
vision of Yarrow for it will be the consolation and eneouragement for him for the
rest of his life.

Sad thought, which I would banish,
But that I know, where'er I go,

Tl te gentme image, Yarrow!

Wiil dwell with me " to heightenjoy,

Andcheermymindinsorrow.

M.84-8)

This belief that memories are the source of strength has been repeated in
Wordsworth's pcems. Wordsworth concludes the poem, with his affinnation of
the belieÅí which the real Yarrow is glorified by his imagination and becomes a
"gonuine image' ofYarrow and is enshrined in his heart.
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3;2:3

YarrowRevisited

Wordsworth visited Yarrow for the second tme in 1831 when he went to see

'

Sir Walter Soott before his departure for Naples. Unlike the former two poems,
which were written to expvess Wordsworth's sentments toward the river, `Yarrow
Revisited" was written for Scott and for the sake of their long friendship. 'Ihe

main theme of the poem is inevitable pardng and changing which is common in
human life, eompared to the immortality ofnature.

AndEasYarrow,throughthewoods
And down the meadow ranging,
Did meet us with unaltered face,

Though we were changed and changing;
IC then, some natural shadows spread

Our inward prospect over,
The soul's deep valley was not slow

Its brightness to recover. M.33'40)

While people change as tme passes, the flow of the Yarrow never ceases, and it
drives out the shadow from the heart ofman with its beauty and the intmation of

inmiortality, which is the grace bestowed on people. The immortal Nature
always gives us a warm weleome whenever we visit and revisit, seeking for
support and encouragement. The same belief is observed in "Iines Composed a

Few Miles above 15ntern AbbeY' which was written in 1798, when Wordsworth
was 28 years olck on visiting the river Wye with his sister Dorothy for the second
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tme at an interval offive years.

These beauteous forms,
Through a long absence, have not been to me
As is a landscape to a blmd man's eye:
But oft, in lonely rooms, and `mid the dm

Oftowns and cities I have owed to them

'

In hours ofweariness, sensations sweet,
Felt in the blood, and felt among the heart;

And passing even into my purer mind,
(ll.22-30)

With tranquil restoration:

About this structure of restoration through the memory of the past, which is

often observed in Wordsworth's works from earlier fragments to later pcems,

including "The 'Iintern AbbeY' or `Yarrow Revisited", Abrams gives a lucid
explanation:

It begins with the des(ntption of a landscape visited in maturity, evokes the
enttre life of the pcet as a protracted meditation on thngs past, and presents

the growth of the pcet's mind as an interaction with the natural milieu by
which it is fostered, ftom which it is tragically alienated, and to which in the

resolution it is restored with a difference attributable to the intervening
experiences; the poem ends at the tme of its beginning.4 O

It is Wordswomh' s beliefm anifested in his earlier poems that the memory of
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the past experience becomes the `perpetual benediction' in the future. But in
`"

Yarrow Revisited", Wordsworth confesses that his memory is clouded by a shadow,

which means that he can not see his imaginative visions clearly any more.

Mow on for ever, Yarrow Stream!
Fulfi1 thy pensive duty,
Well pleased that future Bards should chant

For simple hearts thy beauty;
lb dream-light dear while yet unseen,

Dear o the common sunshne,
And dearer sti]1, as now I feel,

CEb memor3ts shadowy moonslme!

M.105-12)

In this concluding stanza, Wordsworth explains that in `Yarrow Unvisited" he
described the imaginative Yarrow, in `Yarrow Visited", the real Yarrow which he

acoepted as `another Yarrow', though less heautiful than the imaginative one

which he regards as `genuine', and in "Yarrow Revisited", now he sees the

imaginative Yarrow thrDugh `shadowy moonshne'. [Memory?s shadowy
moonshine' means that at the time when he wrote "Yarrow Revisited",
Wordsworth could not reproduce the landscape in his memory with its associated
feelings and emotions vividly and clearly as he used to do so easily.

Ib examine the cause of `shadowy moonslme' and the effect of dimming
imagination, I would like to take up some poems which also have the structure of
`revisiting as a cycle ofYarrow Pcems.
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3:3 PastMe mories and Present imdscape

As mentioned above, Wordsworth visited Scotland five tmes. And he
visited several places more than once. I take up some poems written when he
visited the place in 1831, and either 1803 or 1833, and compare them with Yarrow
Pcems from the viewpoint of`revisit ing a place.

Wordsworth visited 11rossachs, which was a famous spot as the setting of Sir

Walter Scott's poem,, in 1803 and in 1831. In "TbosachS", Wordsworth's mental
state is clearly reflected. The poem begins with a gloomy mood:

There's not a nook withn this solemn Pass
But wee an apt confessional for One

Taught by his summer spent, his autumn gone,
IIhat Ijfe is but a tale ofmoming grass

Withered at eve. (ll.1- 5)
When 61 years old Wordsworth again saw the beautifu1 landscape of Tbossachs,
which he first visited at the age of 33, he had already known that he was in his
later years. He reveals in the poem that his heart is too heavy with the burden of

life's reality and even the beautifuL Tbossachs cannot cheer his depressed mood•

He only 1ooks back the past solemnly and repentingly. This indicates that

Tbossachs both in memory and reality have failed to comfort Wordsworth.
Wordsworth suggests the way to (lrive away the depwession in the poem.

From scenes of art which chase
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That thought away, tum, and with watchfui eyes
Feed it 'mid Nature's old felicities,

Rocks, rivers, a nd smooth lakes more clear than glass

Untouched,unbreathedupon. Thricehappyquest,
If fbom 'a golden perch of aspen spray

(October's worlrmanship to rival May)

The pensive warbler ofthe ruddy breast
That moral sweeten by a heaven'taught lay,
Lulling the year, with all its cares, to rest!

M.5-14)

Although Wordsworth's depressed heart is not lifted up by the beautiful landscape
of 71rossachs, still he says that Nature would help him, or at least console him.

Wordsworth explains about this poem that he was influenced by the mood of the
time it was composed:

The sentment that runs through this Sonnet was natural to the season in
whichIagain saw this beautiful spot, but this and some other Sonnets that
follow were coloured by the remembrance of my recent visit to Sir Walter Scott,

and the melancholy errand on which he was going. 4 i

It is easily imagined that the atmosphere of the poems about this tme was
me]ancholic and grave, because Wordsworth had been highly disturbed by the
worries, such as fatal i]lness of Soott, DorothYs declining health both physical and

mental, his own health, and the concem about soctal issues. Furthermore,
Wordsworth was beginning to be aware that he had already stepped into his later
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years. In `"Tbosachs", Wordsworth seems to have ac(luired a kind ofphilosophy, or

acceptance which enables him to see the life of man, life of mortality in ca]m
objectiveness. Although he is shrouded in shadowy mood, he sti]1 maintains his
beliefthat he can find consolation and strength in `Nature's old felicitY.

Next, I would take up "Composed in Roslm Chapel, Dtmg a Storm", which
was written in 1831, while he was detained by the storm in the chapeL .when he

was revisiting the place. In this poem, Wordsworth describes the harmony of

Nature and man symbolized by the urrity of the ruins of Roslin Chapel and
prevailing Nature.

The wind is now thy organist; - a (innk
(We know not whence) mmisters for a bell

Tb mark some change of service. As the swell
Ofmusic reached its height, and even when sank
The notes, in prelude, ROSHN! to a blank
Of silence, how it thrilled thy sumptuous roof,

Pi]lars, and arches, -not in vain time-prooC

ThoughChristianritesbewanting! Fromwhatbank
Came those live herbs? by what hand were they sown
Where dew falls not, where rain'drops seem unknown?
Yet in the 1]emple they a friendly niche

Share with their sculptured fellows, that, green'grown,

Copy their beauty more and more, and preach,
Though mute, ofall things bending into one.
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AftJer 28 years since his first visit to the chapel, Wordsworth revisits the place,

confined inside the chapel by the storm, he was impressed by the perfect harmony

of the ruins and herbs, which symbolizes man and Nature, and he composed this

poem. As he wrote in the preface of Lym'tul BaUads that `man and nature as
essentially adapted to each other , and the mind of man as naturally the mmr of
the Iairest and most interesting properties of nature'42, the perfect blendmg of
herbs and the ruin he found at Roslin chapel was the imago ofideal relationship of

Nature and man. This ideal unity indicated the immortality of man acquired
through oommunion with Nature, and Roslm chapel was the place not only the
concrete proof of his beliefbut also where Wordsworth received the revelation, so
that the opporturtity of visiting this place became one of his `spots of time' and the

memory ofwhich became worth enshrined in his mind.
']1iere is another place where Wordsworth revisited, or tried to revisit afu)r

28 years, which is Bothwell astle. On August 22nd 1803, Wordsworth, Dorothy,
a nd Cbleridge departed ftom Hamilton for Glasgow, and on its way they visited a

ruined castle which stands by the river Clyde. In the early 14th century, many

severe battles were fought between England and Scotland for this castle. In
RbcvUections Dorothy expresses their unsatisfactory visit to the famous river
Clyde on the day before, and then continues explaining the pleasure of visiting
Bothwell castle, for the ruined castle and Nature blend together and increase their

beauty, the fact ofwhich produces the atmosphere ofpeace and calmness.
28 years after the first visit, Wordsworth planed to revisit the castle in 1831,

but he was preve nted fbom geing there again owing to the bad weather. He, then,

composed "Bothwell Castle [Passed unseen, on Account of Stormy Weather]".
The main point of this poem is what Wordsworth repeatedly explained in other
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poems, that the memories ofthe past westore the present and future mind.

Then why repine that now in vain I erave
Needless renewal of an old delight?

Better to thank a dear and longpast day
Forjoy its sunny hours were free to give
'M tan blame the present, that our wish hath crost.

Memory, like sleep, hath powers which dreams obey,
Dreams, vivid dreams, that are not fugitive:
How little that she cherishes is lost!

M.7-14)

Wordsworth has a beautifu1 image of Bothwell castle in his mind, and through the

recollewion his heart is renovated. 'Il)is poem reveals Wordsworth's self
-reflect ion for attempting to renew the old memory ofthe castle with new one. It

seems that Wordsworth is reproachng himself for his weakness for seeking for
another image of Bothwell castle, since he already has one, which means mistrust,

or lack of confidence in his imagination. Wordsworth's attempt to revisit the

castle to renew his fadmg memory, and his disappointment with its t}ulure
suggests that Wordsworth is losing his firm heliefin imagination.

Wordsworth's gloominess, which produced the philosophical view of ure,
described at the begirll ring of `"Ibosachs", is also refleded in other pcems written

around this time. His depwession is caused by hjs gradual disabihty to see the
clear image ofthe past memories, in other words, he sees the memoires of glorious

moment through `shadowy moonshine'. As we grow old usually the burden oflife
becomes heavier and falls over our shoulders, and sometimes our heart becomes
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too heavy and dul1 that even the action of seeking for conso!ation or restoration

seems impossible.

The poetic tmagination, which glorifies the common incidenbs and make
them the eternal source of strength and consolation of Wordsworth, gradually
declined as he grew old, as a consequence, he cannot fully appreciate the blessing

of enshrined memories as befowe. Now he admits that he can only see them

through the dm light of `shadowy moonshine'. In "Yarrow Unvisited",
Wordsworth was confident of his imagination's superiority to reality, or at least

consistent enough to dismiss the temptation of the real Yarrow, though even at
that time he had a]ready had a fear of declining imagination. In `Yarrow Vrsited",

he aecepbs both of two Yarrows, the real one and imaginative one, but for him the

`genuine' Yarrow is definitely the one he has cherished in his heart. But in
"Yarrow Revisited", Wordsworth admits his disability to reproduce his imaginative
Yarrow fully in his mind, yet he says that even the half fading imaginative Yarrow
is beautiful enough to rival the real Yarrow.

'The shift ofpoetic imagination of Wordsworth froin utmost power to gradual
declme is reflected in the djfference ofhis reaction toward the imaginative Yarrow,

which has shifted fiJom firm confidence to doubting. In the poems like "Yarrow
Revisited" or `"I!rosachs", in which the dominant atmosphere is depressive at the

beginning, at the end of the poem, Wordsworth seems to recover his conviction.
Even if he has lost the clear sight to see the visions surrounded by the celestial
light li]se he used to enjoy as a child or a young man, there is somethng that st ill

remains in his heart, for the imaginative Yarrow is stil1 beautifully flowing in his
mind, and in 1bosachs he stil1 listens to the bird singing, though his heart is not

alight. The tone ofthe Wordsworth's expression oftrust in Nature or in memory
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sounds rather 1ike a prayer than a conviction. I interpret the Yarrow sequence

from the viewpoint of the prxwess of maturity of Wordsworth to deal with the

decline of his pcetic imagination, firstly recognition, then a(xeptance and
reoon(thation, then lastly seeking for reoompense.

Wordsworth's recompense for the declining imagination and dimming
memories was rewarded by gaming new memories, paniculatly, in Scotland,
visiting places was inspimg for him. Wordsworth visited ruins and relios during

the tours in Scotland, and he found the immortality in the communion of Nature
and man, which was the confumation ofhis belieÅí and those experiences inspired

Wordsworth and firpm which he acquired new memories he would enshrine for the
future.

Wyatt explains the general tone ofa sequence ofpoems of 1831 as follows:

The mitial set of sonnets is apublic statement that pain of aging can be
assuaged, the pain of the aging pcet who not only bids imwell to his dying
friend but also sees his own decline through the symbols ofthe passage oftime
in the rui ns and culturaJ remnants ofthe past.4 3

As a mild objeodon to Wyatt, I would like to say that although Wordsworth was
feelmg pain of aging, parting, losing, and worries that come along with life, he still

believed that he could find restoration and recompense in what his imagination
ereates for him. Even in depression, Wordsworth never retreated to resignation.

Although his imagination was de(imig, it was stil1 capable of supplying new
pleasuTes, new visions to Wordsworth, even if they were seen thnugh `shadowy
moonshine.'
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Conclusion

William Wordsworth visited Scotland five tirnes. Greatly inspired by the
new experiences, he produced many poems relating to the people he met, places he
visited in the eountry of rich cultural heritage. 'IEhe attraction of Scot!and was

very strong for Wordsworth: especially Rbbert Bums and ruins and relics of the
long gone civilization were two strong lures. Ever since he first read Burns when

he was 18 years old, Wordsworth never ceased to be an adnrirer of Burns for the
rest of his life, and he was greatly influenced by Bums. And he also visited many
famous rujns and relies.

A sequenee ofWordsworth's poems related to Scottish tours shows the shift of

Wordsworth's imagination, and how he dealt with that change which came along

with passing tme. Examining these Scottish pcems which were written over 30

years would help us to comprehend clearly the progress, or change of his
imaginative power and his mind.

In the pcems of 1803, Wordsworth could sti11 trust his own poetic
imagination, and believed that he, as a pcet, had a power to produce strong
emotions and fee]ings from the ordinary ctrcumstance, such as an encounter with
a girl in Scotland. Since it was Wordsworth's beliefthat the memories ofthe past,

that is, the visions in the mind had a `vivitiying or `renovating power. For

Wordsworth, to wiite poems meant to cheriSh and enshme the memories or
visions for the future use. The scenery in the mind was more heautiful then than
the real one, for it is gleaming with the celestial light.

After 30 years, Wordsworth cannot tmust his imagination as firmly as before.
He is oons( ious of his de(imig power of imagination to recreate the memories or
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visions enshrined in his mind. He confesses that his mind's eye, or his
imagination, dces not provide the clear image any more, which is shadowed now.
Since he can not rely on the old memories and visions, he needs to see them or

experience them again, or he has to fuid somethng new which might become his
seurce ofinspiration. Wordsworth's wevisit to the familiar places and his quest for

the ancient relics and remains was the way ofWordsworth's rebuilding the source

for the restoration of his mind. As he grew old, he lost his imaginative power

gradually, but maturity that comes along with aging helps him to a(x}ept the
de(imtg and to seek the way to restore the damage.

In the sequence of Yarrow Pcems', the transition of poetic imagination of

Wordsworthisobserved. In"YarrowUnvisited",puttingtheutmostconfidencein
his imagination that surpasses the reality, he dces not need to see the real river.

He decides not to visit the imous river for he fears the reality disappoints him
and loses its attncact ion enough to treasure as a distinct image in his nimd. In
`Yarrow Vusited" he visits the river for the first tme and his fear is realized he is

'

disappointed with the real Yarrow. Although he appreciates the beauty of the
river, it is not the same Yarrow which he has admired for so long years. At the
end of the pcem, Wordsworth declares that for him the `gentme' Yarrow is the one
he sees in his mind's eye, which is glorified by his imagination. In this pcem, he
st il1 maintains his confidence in his poetic imagination which surpasses the reality

But in "Yarrow Revisited", he can not have complete trust in his imagination any

more, for he is afraid that his imagination, which has apower to create the far
more beautiful soenery in his mind than the reality, is now deserting him. As he
grows old, Wordsworth is beginning to feel the decline of his abdity of drawing the

power lix)m the enshrined memories, which vivifies and renovates him. The
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three Yarrow poems indicate the shit of Wordsworth's tust in his poetic
imagination, ficom the utmost confidence to a doubt.

Wordsworth fully realized his declining imagination and fadmg imagos of
memories. His maturity which was gained with age and experienee helped hirn
to deal with these losses. 'Ihere were two kinds of resolutions: one was to fuid

strength and consolation in the unity of Nature and man, which suggested the
promise of immortality, and the other is to seek for new memories, or visions for

enshrinement.
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